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Home Grooming Advice 

 

Hello, I hope you are keeping well! This is a strange time for us all, so while I can’t groom your doggies, I 

thought I’d write up this guide and share some tips for grooming your dog at home. Some dogs obviously 

need more attention than others. As a dog owner you are most probably already aware how much 

maintenance your pooch needs. Please follow the advice below to help you go through this extended 

period of non- professional grooming. Remember this is for a short time to enable you to keep your dog 

clean and comfortable until we all come through the other side of these exceptional times.  

Where to groom: 

Firstly decide where your “work station” will be. Every dog is different and they react different to 

grooming. If your dog is comfortable doing it on your lap, then that’s fine. If your dog is reluctant and tries 

to run away, try using a raised surface, like a dining table (use some non-slip matting to stop them sliding 

and feeling unsafe like a bath mat, towels will still slide about) You may need another pair of hands to hold 

them (and distract them), you do not want your dog trying to jump off and hurting themselves and never 

leave a dog unattended on a raised surface! You can also do it on the floor, but it would be advisable to tie 

them somewhere so they can’t run away from you. The longer it takes, the more fed up you and the dog 

will get and the less productive you will be. It is better to spend 10 mins brushing, than 20 mins chasing! 

Treat your grooming session as work rather than play. 

Helping the dog to cooperate: 

 Like mentioned above, you will probably need someone to help (groomers have developed techniques 

over years of training and experience to enable them to control dogs). If you are alone, try doing it on the 

floor and tying the dog on a table or chair leg using their lead to stop them running away from you. The 

sooner they resign to the idea this is getting done, the easier it will be.  

Use treats, but do not continuously feed them. Make them work for the treat by following instructions, like 

“sit”, “stand” and “stay”. I use these all the time, so they should know what they mean, even if they 

pretend otherwise! When they do as they are told, reward them with a small treat. Break treats in tiny 

pieces so they are not overfed, you can also use their actual food instead of fatty treats and reduce their 

portion at dinner time. Another trick is for someone to hide the treat in their hand and let the dog try to 

prize it out. Do not give it straight away, that will keep them busy for quite some time, but you will have a 

wet hand! Training treats are excellent for this and Pet Munches are my favourites, even the fussiest of my 

dogs love them! 

Brushing:  

The first thing that all dogs need is regular brushing. The equipment 

you need and hopefully already have, are a slicker brush and a metal 

comb. The more often you brush the easier it will be.  
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Brushing Tips: 

Brushing is a lot easier when the coat is clean. It is best done after they’ve had a bath and are thoroughly 

dry.  Be methodical working your way up from the bottom of the foot and brushing all parts of the dog, 

including their legs both inside and out, their armpits (especially where harnesses rub against), 

undercarriage, chest, neck, behind/under ears and bottom of tail (the underside near their bum). Try 

separating the hair and brush in smaller sections (lines), making sure you can see the skin when brushing. 

Avoid doing long strokes all the way from top to bottom, as this way you may miss matting that’s under the 

top coat and is near the skin. Use a metal comb to check the section you have brushed. Use the comb at a 

45 degree angle and make sure it gets to the skin. If the comb is not going through all the way down to 

the bottom of the skin, use your brush to go over the bits where the comb was snagging. Holding the hair 

out of the way and brushing upwards bit by bit is the best way to avoid missing bits.  

Do a leg at a time. If you can only manage 1 leg, that’s fine. Give your dog a break and try to do another 

half hour later. You can even set a goal of brushing the whole dog over 4 days, but “splitting it” in quarters 

and working on a different part every day, as long as you remember what bits you’ve done!  

See this link for a good visual example: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0pA9gY25X00 

Bathing: 

A lot of you already bath your dogs in-between grooms. Make sure you use a 

good quality dog shampoo and conditioner and follow the directions of use. 

Professional dog shampoos are usually concentrated and need diluting before 

use. I use the brand Tropiclean. They have brilliant scents, are gentle to the dogs’ 

skin and use mainly organic ingredients. They also do not affect anti-flea 

treatments, as they are soap free. 

Wash your dog’s hair the same as you wash your hair. (Do not let the dog sit in soapy bath water as there 

will be shampoo residue.) It is easier to use a jug to dilute your shampoo in and use a sponge to apply the 

shampoo on the coat. This also helps with producing good lather. 

Use quite a lot of shampoo and scrub, scrub, scrub. (You can use a dollop of conditioner in the shampoo to 

help with de-tangling. You can use the conditioner after the shampoo, but make sure you rinse LOADS, as 

conditioner tends to “stick” on.) There are also detangling sprays which are excellent and I find best used 

after the bath on a damp clean coat. 

Once shampooed, rinse, rinse…and rinse again! Leaving shampoo residue can cause irritation and 

itchiness. Don’t forget to rinse their undercarriage, between their legs, groin, tail and behind/under their 

ears. Avoid spraying inside their ears and obviously up their nose! 

Drying:  

Use an absorbent towel to dry as much as you can and if your dog lets you, use the drier 

to speed up the process. Sometimes dogs smell doggy when wet, even after a good wash, 

but the smell will go once thoroughly dried. Avoid letting your dog out in the garden after 

the bath, as I can guarantee the first thing they will do is roll into mud!! Rubbing on the furniture and rugs 

is also not ideal, as dust/dirt particles will stick to the wet hair. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0pA9gY25X00
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Nails: 

Trimming white nails are much easier than black ones, as you can see the kwik (the blood vessel which 

runs through the nail) With Black nails you have to clip a little bit at a time until you feel comfortable. 

Groomers clip thousands of nails over the years and experience is key for those.  Use nail clippers with an 

open end instead of guillotine. See diagram: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clipping and trimming: 

Now, under normal circumstances I would never recommend that you have a go at clipping your dog and a 

lot of them will be able to last a good while without needing a haircut, albeit they will be extra hairy! 

But I am fully aware that some do have extremely thick coats and grow very quickly! For those who are 

brave enough to give it a go, here is some advice. 

1. Avoid buying the cheapest clippers you find. They will not go through the dogs’ hair and you will 

have wasted money, energy and the dog will be fed up and cross before you have even managed to 

take any hair off it! Aim to spend between £40-130. The thicker the hair the more you may need to 

spend… (Just to give you an idea mine cost £300 and I have a spare) 

2. Buy a set that comes with comb attachments, as this will keep the hair at a reasonable length and it 

won’t be shaved to the skin (unless that’s the look you want). You will need to attach those to the 

short blade before clipping. 

3. Do not use your kitchen scissors, that will be very dangerous! Try and buy a couple of different size 

scissors for different areas. If you want to go all out, buy some thinning scissors too! Those have a 

straight cut side and a “tooth” side. They are for blending and to give more of a natural cut. 

4. The hair needs to be very well prepared before attempting to clip. The coat should be washed well 

on the day (or the day before the latest), completely dry and completely mat free. Clippers will not 

go through a matted coat regardless how good they are. (Unless you are shaving the whole coat off 

short, in which case it won’t really matter as the blade will most likely go below any mats if short 

enough) 
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Follow the clipping guide on the illustration. You need to clip following the grain of the hair and repeating 

the process a few times before getting to the desired length. As you may have seen me groom your dog 

numerous times, you would have seen that I usually clip the body and scissor the legs for a more appealing 

look. At this time I would recommend you clip down the legs too, as your scissor skills are probably not as 

good…! 

 

Trimming with scissors:  

After you have finished clipping the body, use scissors to cut 

(carefully) around the feet. Also trim the hair that grows 

between their pads and around the eyes. 

Now this is the trickiest bit and most difficult to explain! 

Therefore I will advise you to have a look at some youTube 

videos before attempting this. You need to use small scissors for smaller areas, like near eyes and feet, and 

bigger ones for legs. Do not use your fingers to pull the hair away and cut under your fingers as that way 

you can cut the skin underneath. It is better to cut above your fingers (a bit like hairdressers) where your 

fingers are between the dog and the scissors. 

 Eyes: Make sure the dog keeps as still as possible, by holding the top and bottom of their muzzle. Trim the 

inside corners of their eyes. Comb the hair forward over their eyes and trim the hair that is growing over 

their eyes, like a visor. 

                           

 

 

 

Here are some useful youTube links: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IiKMSuR5Grg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bDZfwvVmHGQ 

These are aimed at groomers, so you will probably not have all the equipment, but use it as a guide and go slow!  

Here are some websites for grooming suppliers: 

https://www.christiesdirect.com/                                                                                                                      

https://www.groomers-online.com/                                                                              

https://www.thescissorboutique.co.uk/ 

Good Luck! Give me a ring or message me if you need any more advice and remember that this is exceptional 

circumstances, so don’t feel bad about how the dog looks for now, as long as they are kept clean and comfortable.  

Anna x 
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